An exhibition of new and historical works by
Propeller Members and Alumni
In honour of our 25th anniversary!
August 5 – August 29, 2021

In keeping with the retrospective nature of our Collective Experience,
25th anniversary exhibition, Propeller members and alumni were invited
to share a piece of art from their past.
What follows is a fun collection of these pieces, from childhood , art
school days or early in their art careers.

Artist Statement
At times I have worked
conceptually. For the painting,
"What does a can of Montana
Gold look like?", I stencilled
numbers in order ascending from
1 until the can of spray paint was
empty. The final appearance of
the painting was dictated, in part,
by the quantity of paint in the
can.

Michael Brown
What does a can of Montana Gold look like?
2010

Spray paint on canvas
48 x 42 inches

Artist Statement
This piece is one of the first
portrait paintings I have done in
my art career. It was done for my
high school art show in 20132014, themed “black and white”
and I was inspired by Chuck
Close’s fingerprint drawings/
paintings, but instead of
fingerprints, I used my fingers as
the paintbrush. The idea was to
explore different painting
methods and to feel connected
with the materials, kind of like
sculpting but with paints.

Tristan Coloma
Confrontation
2013-2014

Acrylic on canvas
18 x 24 inches

Artist Statement
The painting, titled ‘Pineal Lake’,
is part of a series that
documented a specific location in
Northern Ontario. It is
representative of the serious
impact of logging and the
scattered remains of the old
growth Eastern White and Jack
Pines in the Northern boreal and
Great Lakes forests.

Sharron Corrigan Forrest
Pineal Lake
1991

Encaustic medium on linen (diptych format)
72 x 72 inches

Artist Statement
I entered this art work in a show
when I was seven years old and
won weekly private art lessons for
a whole summer. Every
Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 I
went to Mrs Bonners house - she
was a retired art teacher - had
tea in her rose garden, and
learned to paint grapefruit with
oil paint. It was heaven. So this
art work really played a big role
in my journey.

Jane Cousens
Rice
1967

Pencil crayon on poster board
12 x 22 inches

Artist Statement
For my historical work I have
chosen the “As the Stones Remain
XII”,2003. This painting was the
image on the invitation for my
first exhibition at Propeller in
2003. In 2009, I moved from
Toronto to Gabriola Island, BC.

Karen Curry
And The Stones Remain XII
Acrylic on Panel
60 x 48 inches

Artist Statement
This piece was painted on my first
trip to France to do “plein air”
painting in 1997. I was struck by
the immediacy and vibrance of
outdoor painting and continued
to do so for a decade in several
countries.

Sharon Dembo
Pisany
1997

Acrylic on Canvas
15.5 x 19.5 inches

Artist Statement
I created Killarney Bay in my
studio, shortly after a
watercolour workshop I took in
Killarney, Ontario. The painting is
dated 1996, the year Propeller
was born. At the time,
watercolour was my medium of
choice.

Jacques Descoteaux
Killarney Bay
1996

Watercolour on paper
11 x 19 inches

Artist Statement
Hands tied with housework and care
of four small children; there was no
time to paint!! Until one day, I
stopped my cleaning and pick up a
paintbrush and instead of tidying up,
I decided to paint the mess around
me. The messes and chaos around me
were now the focus of my art for
years to come.

Pat Dumas-Hudecki
Sea of Laundry
1999

acrylic on canvas
30 x 22 inches

Artist Statement
"Burst" was included in my 2013
"Convergence" exhibition at
Propeller. After decades of
painting in a representational/
surrealistic mode, it forged a new
direction in my painting. I used
unorthodox materials, and let the
imagery unfold in an organic
manner, allowing for chance and
improvisation to infuse the work.

Frances Ferdinands
Burst
2012

Acrylic on Canvas
40 x 40 inches

Artist Statement
Looking through my 'keepers'
from art school, I came upon my
very earliest rock drawings. The
abstract expressionist approach
of these early experiments is so
different from how my practice
has evolved in the past 30 years.

Isabella Francesco
untitled (rock)
1988

chalk pastel & graphite on paper
12.5 x 19 inches

Artist Statement

Peter Friedrichsen
Untitled
2011
Burnt gelatine on etched copper
2 x 8.25 inches

This tree line piece from 2011, was my first
metal substrate print. Starting with a printed
single tone negative, applying a photo resist
of sensitized gelatine and later etching and
baking, the work moved towards abstraction.
The source of copper was a plumbing pipe cut
along its length and hammered flat.

Artist Statement
This work is from the series, The
Handless Maiden, which was my
first exhibition at Propeller in
2006. The series, which includes a
book, frames the Grimm tale as a
woman’s journey into the
underground forest of the
feminine psyche to a place of
wholeness.

Heather Gentleman
The Dismemberment
1999

Acrylic and Gold Leaf on Canvas
72 x 72 inches

Artist Statement
Wild Boy Blanket was the centre
piece of my very first solo show
at Propeller (Heirloom: Happiness
is a Felt Penis).

Philip Hare
Wild Boy Blanket
2006
Felt, buttons, muslin
48 x 36 inches

Artist Statement
This was my first self-portrait
after I immigrated. In the
painting, I did not look
comfortable even sitting on the
couch where I was supposed to
feel so. In that period, I was
confused with my new identity as
an immigrant. I can see how my
perception towards myself has
changed since then. Accepting the
fact that alienation is something
that I have to live with makes it
easier for me to find the way to
be myself.

Heejae Jo
Self Portrait in 2015
2015

Oil on canvas
36 x 48 inches

Artist Statement

Lisa Johnson
View to Rome
1996

acrylic on paper
36 x 48 inches

This piece is from my very first
solo show that was held at the
old Upper Canada Brewery in
Toronto, 25 years ago. That was
the year I graduated from the
Ontario College of Art and
coincidentally the same year that
Propeller started! I did most of
my course work for my last year
of OCA while living in Italy near
Rome. This was one of my
"Rooftops” series. I was painting
with acrylic paint on paper for a
course taught by Tom Dean, who
got me thinking about "negative
space" — the space around and
between the forms. Those early
lessons have stayed with me all
these years.

Artist Statement
Homage to legendary reggae
musician Bob Marley’s song –
Three likkle birds.
The only positive vibe I will seek
and keep in my heart.
Don’t worry about a thing!
Everything is gonna be allright~!

One love!
Jayu.

Tai Kim
Abundance - 3 likkle birds.
2018
Mixed media (oil, charcoal, graphite, acrylics,
medium, gold paint) on wood panel
30 x 24 inches

Artist Statement
This painting is part of a series of
4 paintings based on T.S. Eliot' s
Four Quartets, and inspired by
the phrase “In my beginning is my
end… in my end is my beginning.”
This body of work represents an
important transformation of my
practice, and played an important
role in my healing process, after
the death of my husband in 2007.
Circles, squares and grids play an
ongoing role in my work.

Robin Kingsburgh
Four Quartets I
2007

Acrylic on wood panel
12 x 12 inches

Artist Statement
This artwork was one of my first
pieces and was painted outside
on the grounds of Island Lodge,
Northern Ontario and inspired by
landscapes cherished by the
Group of Seven. Colours and the
outdoors energized my creative
process and unraveled an
everlasting need to share with
viewers my travelling
experiences.

Michelle Letarte
Moss, Island Lodge 1991
1991

Acrylic on canvas board
9.5 x 11.5 inches

Artist Statement
“In Search of Van Gogh’s Ear” is
loosely based on a remembered
situation in my life. My intention
was to create a 3D painted/
sculptural/theatrical/movie set
that was an accessible situation
to imagine acting in but had no
need for a script.

Gary MacLeod
In Search of Van Gogh's Ear
1984

polychrome wood and canvas with internal electric light bulb
108 x 96 inches

Artist Statement
This piece is from a series I
thought of as word concept
pieces. I was thinking of a word
like ‘hope’, ‘indecision’ or ‘dream’
and then how I could visualize it
as an artwork and what media
would work best for that concept.
Some pieces were sculptural,
some were paintings, some were
digital. ‘Dream’ included
figuration which was a major part
of my art making before this.

Marion Manning
Dream
2003

Oil on canvas
34.25 x 34.25 inches

Artist Statement

Ruth Maude
Untitled
2010

Encaustic with gold leaf and photocopy transfer
14 x 14 inches

This is the first piece that I ever
sold. I posted it on my Facebook
profile saying "This piece is built
upon layers upon layers of other
failed pieces. Finally, I think it's
done." A woman said right away
that she wanted to buy it. I hadn't
even had time to title it. I tried to
talk her out of it and convince her
to purchase work from "a real
artist" but she insisted that she
wanted this painting. A few
friends chimed in to tell me that I
was an artist. This was a turning
point for me.

Artist Statement
Using a drawing made by viewing
someone's iris up close and
interviewing the subject, I
created a series of over 40
paintings and prints based on
these extremely close up
portraits. This series is still
intermittently on going. This
series was presented at Propeller
Gallery on Spadina in 1997, with
great success. The CBC news even
came and interviewed me.

Lauren McKinley Renzetti
ML: Blue Visionary
1997

acrylic, modelling paste on stretched canvas
36 x 36 inches

Artist Statement
Homage to Miro - Dog Barking at
the Moon is a kinetic sculpture
done in 1981 as part of my OCA
Grad show at Gallery 76. This
exhibition was my homage to the
Surrealists who inspired me in my
formative years.

Joseph Muscat
Homage to Miro
1981

Kinetic Sculpture
20 x 20 inches

Artist Statement

Pria Muzumdar
A Good Vintage
1989

Mixed, drawing, paint, bead
7 x 5 inches

This little piece is from my first
art show in Canada. It dates from
over 30 years ago, when Frances
Patella who has long been a
wonderful mentor/buddy to my
creative process invited me to
show with her at a small Yorkville
gallery. Though I have spent the
intervening decades developing
my printing skills and further
finding myself as an artist, this
small work makes me realize that
I have always loved playing with
fragmented overlays and
abstracted detail. It honours hand
crafted decorative work which
steadfastly created over millennia
continues to make meaning and
give joy.

Artist Statement

Par Nair
Jordo
2015

oil on canvas
30 x 24 inches

My older work is a critique on the societal
perceptions of the millennial generation.
Being one myself, it is an attempt to
portray them in an honest light. My
practice reflects my efforts at
documenting my everyday as I try to
construct my identity through the people
and things that surround me. The archival
nature of photography is important to my
work as all my paintings are worked from
photographs where I primarily use my
friends as my subject. This process of
painting from photographs helps me frame
the urgency of my contemporary
experience within the history of oil
painting. The gaze (and the lack of it) of
my subjects is a crucial component as it
has the potential to engage and turn the
viewers into active participants.

Artist Statement
I completed "Interiors" during a
painting course at York University
under the direction of the painter
Paul Sloggett. This is a composite
painting made up of five
canvases. Even though my
approach seems like the
antithesis of what I do now, it
involves the interplay of the
illusion of a three dimensional
space on a two dimensional
surface, a subject that I have
explored in many ways over the
years.

Nancy Newton
Interior
1977

Acrylic on Canvas
60 x 65 inches

Artist Statement

Frances Patella
Island
Gum Bichromate photography on watercolour paper
16 x 20 inches

Island is a 2 colour gum bichromate print.
Gum Bichromate is a historical
photographic process using light sensitive
chemicals and watercolour pigments on
watercolour paper. Invented by Alphonse
Louis Poitevin, a French chemist and
photographic inventor in 1856. Each
colour, mixed with gum arabic and
ammonium dichromate, is painted on
paper, exposed separately in sunlight and
developed in water. Usually, an
orthographic negative, the same size as
the desired print is placed directly on the
sensitized paper, but I've used stencils,
paper and nets to create the "negative"
for this print. Inspired by a trip to
Trinidad, Islands was included in my first
show at the Rivoli Restaurant and at the
Weller Gallery in the mid 1980's.

Artist Statement
I lived in Reno Nevada for 9 years.
My husband and I took scuba
diving lessons in lake Tahoe. I was
isolated from my arts
communities. This "postcard"
composition is a family portrait of
sort; showing how one can travel
inward, be captivated by Egyptian
art, transposing it into primitive
rock art, while enjoying the
scenery!

Dominique Prevost
The Scribe
1993

Watercolour, wax, crayon
32 x 48 inches

Artist Statement
I created this piece in 1992. Suzy
Lake’s first year photography
class at Guelph University.

Doris Purchase
Self Portraits Alterpiece
1992
mixed
13 x 9 inches

Artist Statement

Paul Roorda
Snakes and Ladders
2004
Snake skin, apple seeds, Bible pages, paper, thread,
and beeswax, on board.
18 x 18 inches

Snakes and Ladders was in my first
Propeller exhibition in 2005. It was
among my earlier works where I was
really discovering the poetry that could
be achieved with materials, process and
composition working together to create
evocative art of layered meaning.
Cutting snake skins into tiny ladders and
placing them on folded pages of Genesis
created a game of moral ambiguity and
doubt where one could just as easily
climb the ladder as slide down the
snake in the same moment, unlike the
traditional game which had clear
directions. Since working on themes of
religious belief and ritual like this, my
art has explored perception and belief
in science, medicine and
environmentalism as well.

Artist Statement
Trackside at Mosport. Turn 5B.

MoSo Schwartz
Mosport Speed 5B
2003

Photoprint, Matted & Framed
8.5 x 11 inches

Artist Statement
This piece is an art assignment I
completed when I was nine years
old. I created my dream cat,
named Ivan. I hoped to one day
have a cat just like him. Later in
my life a stray cat found me who
looked just like this drawing. The
universe brought me Ivan in the
end.

Rachel Stableford
Ivan
1989

Coloured pencil on paper
14 x 12 inches

Artist Statement
At age 4, armed with sharp pencil
and paper, I drew and drew.
Fanciful creatures, fashionable
people, all seeking shelter inside
comforting homes. Real and
imagined life. This drawing
focuses on the 4 elements
contained within 4 dwellings. Our
search continuing for peace, love,
family and home.

Tracy Thomson
The Search For Balance, Order & Wisdom
2000

Graphite on Arches Paper
21 x 21 inches

Artist Statement
Tsunami No 6 was created in 2012
and exhibited in an installation at
Propeller Art Gallery, Toronto,
2014. This exploration into the
destructive force of tsunami walls
took me further into the dark side
and danger of uncontrollable
water. This was the force of total
destruction. Nature was in
charge, not humans.

Gwen Tooth
Tsunami No 6
2012

Acrylic
30 x 30 inches

Artist Statement
The piece is one of a series of
watercolours incorporating the
Palermo, Sicily inner city bonfires
built in public squares for the
feast of Saint Joseph. Palermo
was my home from 2000- 2003
and its impact is still present in
my work today. The dress was
hanging in the window of a local
store.

Jacqueline Treloar
The communion dress
2012

watercolour on paper
40 x 30 inches

Artist Statement
This video shows the concept and
process for the execution of
works for my very first solo
Propeller show.

Andres Vosu
Object Versus Subject
2008
Video

www.youtube.com/objectversussubject

Artist Statement
BEIRUT was part of a series I did
in the early nineties, exploring
the nature of women around the
world. The civil war in Lebanon
was raging and that is what came
through in the painting. The fear
and the courage of the Lebanese
women amidst the ruined city.

Silvana Waniuk
Beirut
1990
Acrylic on canvas
22 x 22 inches

Artist Statement
My objective was to capture the
interest of the viewer to first
perceive the portrait as a single
image: Adam and then to discover
the subtle emerging figure of Eve.

Nedda Zaharelos
The faces of Adam
2008

Acrylic
20 x 16 inches
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Peter Friedrichsen

